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In the daily notes of the Hydraulics Branch for June 9, 1964-, three 
'j :t>roposaJ.s were listed to reduce the friction losses in large conduits. 
, {See Appendix.) These proposals were: 
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1. Using a gas film in the boundary layer 
2. Using annular grooves filled with air over which 

the transported fluid passes 
3. Applying suction to the porous inner wall of a 

double walled pipe 

This memorandum presents a critique of these methods which is based on 
established hydraulic principles. In ea.ch case the effect of these 
proposals on the friction loss is given and an estin1a.te of magnitude 
of the effect is included when possible. 

Introduction 

These proposals represent two of the several methcxls which have already 
been developed experimental.J.y to control the boundary layer. A more 
complete list includes the following: 

1. Motion of solid walls 
2. Acceleration of the boundary layer 
3. Removal of the decelerated fluid particles fran 

the boundary layer by suction 
4. Prevention of transition to turbulent flow by 

suitable shapes (laminar airfoils) 
5. The use of a gas film in the boundary layer 

The primary purpose of boundary layer control is to reduce losses by 
either retarding, and in same cases preventing, separation of the flow 
from the flow surface, or by retarding the formation of the turbulent 
boundary layer for sane particular value of the Reynolds number. 
Boundary layer control can also be used to increase the thickness of 
the laminar sublayer thus covering up surface roughnesses. 

The retardation of separation is important 1n the cases of bodies 
w1 th blunt or rounded stems. For these cases, the form drag · 
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decreases suddenly as the point of flow separation moves farther down
stream on the body as the Reynolds number is increased (Figure 1). 
'With a cylinder this occurs with a Reynolds number of about 4 x 105 

and is due to the formation of a turbulent boundary layer. This 
turbulence brings high energy fluid particles in the boundary layer, 
thereby retarding se:pa.ra.tion and causing the point of sep:Lration to 
occur farther c;lownstream. Since the point of separation is farther 
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Figure 1. Drag Coefficient for Circula.r ,Cylimer;./ 

CD • ..1:J.h.. · · where F • force, A • cylinder d.iameter x length 
·PV"!/2 

p = fl1lid densityi V = vel.ocity, v a fluid ·viscosity 

downstream, the wake of the cylinder or of even other relatively 
blunt forms is sma.1.1er. This results in an increased :pressure on 
the downstream side of the body (Figure 2) • The increased pressure 
which acts C1Ver a large :portion of the downstream area :produces a 
force which is directed upstream. This upstream force acting 
opposite to the direction of the drag force explains the lower 
net drag on the body when the point of separation has moved down
stream. 

) 1/ Rause, H., lmgineering B)draulics, Wiley and Sons, . 1949. 
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Figure 2. 

'Where 

Effect of Boundary ~r on Point of Separation for 
Circular Cylimer!J 

P • pressure on the bcxly 

Po• free stream pressure 

For slenderer body forms, the sudden jump in the drag curve beccmes 
less pronounced. With streamlined bodies, the sudden cha.Dge in the 
drag curve disappears completely because sepa.ra.tion does not occur. 
For these cases, the skin friction or surface resistance has a 
greater effect on the resistance to fl.ow than the form drag. Thus, 
where form drag is small., :further reducing the loss becomes a prob
lem of retarding or eliminating the formation of a turbulent bound
ary. The effect of a turbulent and a laminar boun:la.ry layer on the 
friction loss coefficient can be seen in Figure 3. The objection 
might be ma.de that laminar fl.ow does not exist for a Reynolds number 
(based on the distance from the beginning of the flat plate) higher 
than 5 x 105 • This objection is valid under most circumstances • . 
However, a JJJ.ethcxl will be discussed in a subsequent section which 
describes a procedure to maintain laminar flow for very large 
Reynolds numbers o 

!/ See page 2. 
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Figure 3. Effect of Boundary Layer on Surface ResistazicJl 

Ct • F /BL where F • force, B • width ot surface, 
PV:,/2 

L • length of surface 

Since flow in a pipe is primarily a function of surface resistance, 
the problem of reducing losses is one of either retarding the for
mation of the turbulent boundary layer or increasing the thickness 
of the laminar sublayer to cover up the surface irregularities. 
The specific manner in which each of the three proposals achieves 
either of these results is discussed in the following sections. 

Use of a Gas Film in the Boundary layer of the Flow 

a. Motion of bodies through a fluid 

. Laminar flow can be considered as the flow cond.i tion 'Which exists 
whenever a disturbance of any :magnitude or frequency is complet~ 
damped. · The opposite condition in which a disturbance of any 
magnitude or frequency was not damped or perhaps even amplified 
is turbulent flow. Between these two extremes exists a comi tion 
for which the flow is on the brink of' becaning unstable. This 
condition is_ known as the "limit of stability" and is genera.l.17 

) 1./ See page 2. 
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regarded as the largest Reynolds number for which disturbances of 
any wave length are still damped. With airfoil sections it is 
desirable to move the point at which the limit of stability occurs 
as far downstream on the airfoil as possible and at the same time 
keep the Reyno1ds number as smal1 as possible. Figure 4 shows the 
location for the limit of stability for a laminar airfoil shape as 
a tunction of the Reynolds number. 
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Figure 4. Location of Limit of Stability for a - :Laminar Airfoila/ 

1. • a.re length of airfoil, Xcrit • distance ra.long airfoil 

surface to point of transition f'.ran a larn1nar to a 
turbul.f:int boundary layer, t1oo • free st:ream vel.oci ty 

The drag coefficient for a slightly ditterent lamimt.r airfoil is 
given in Figure 5• 

!/ Schlichting, H., Boun:1ary' Layer Theory, McGraw-Hill, 1955. 
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F18ure 5. Drag Coe:f'f'icient for a Laminar AirfoilV 

C • FIB where F • force, B • width of airfoil, 
DP PV:,/2 

l, a arc length of airfoil 

The, minimum loss for the NA.CA 216 airfoil i.s seen to a~ar in 
the range of Reynolds numbers f'ran 1.5 x 107 to 1. 7 x 107 • This 
r8.Ilge represents that range of the minimum Reynolds numbers for 
which the limit of stability is still toward the downstream end 
of the airfoil. If the operating conditions for this airfoil 
result in Reynolds numbers which lie outside of this range, the 
losses will be greater. One method to force the Reynolds numbers 
back into the optimum range is through the injection of a fluid 
with the correct viscosity into the boundary layer. Thus it can 
be seen that the losses for the NA.CA 216 airfoil operating in 
water at a Reynolds number of 2 x 1o8 could be reduced by inject
ing air, which bas a Id.nematic viscosity of about 10 times that 
of water, Figure 6, into the boundary layer. This would bring 
the effective Reynolds number back into the 2 x 107 range. 

~See page 5• 
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Figure 6. Kinematic Vi scosity Versus Temperature 
for Various Fluids!/ 

One important f actor which comes into play with the use of gas 
films in t he boundary layer is the effect of the density gradient 
on the limit of stability. If the density decreases vertically 
upward, the arrangement can be stable. Thus, stable conditions 
may result when air is used in the boundary layer and water is 
used in t he main flow beneath a horizontal plate. The relation
ship which gover ns the stability of moving fluids r1i th a density 
which decreases vertically upward is given in Figure 7. 

;)}See page 2. 
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Stability of Moving .Fluids wdth Density Grailler.t~ 

dp 
o* • displacement thickness, dy 111 density gradient 

~ 111 velocity gradient at the wall 

With a density gradient which decreases vertically downward the 
arrangement is always unstable, even for motionless fluids. An 
example of this is a fluid which is heated from below. Thus 
unstable conditions result when using air in the boundary layer 
and water in the main flow on top of a plate, or between parallel 
walls. This instability could defeat the purpose of injecting gas 
or other fluids into the boundary layer. 

Thus from the previous considerations about the location of the 
limit of stability and the effect of density gradients on the 
limit of stability it has been shown that under certain conditions 
injection of gas into the boundary layer can be used to reduce· 
drag on hydrofoils, submarines, and possibly subsurface drag on 
surface ships. The reduction in the loss is due to the downstream 
shift in the point of the limit of stability. 

b. ·11ovement of fluids through a pipe 

The use of gases in a pipe to reduce the drag and, hence, the loss 
is due to an entirely different phenomenon. Tnis reduction is due 

g/See page 5. 
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to the enclosing of the boundary roughnesses by the laminar sub
layer. For instance, experiments have shown that when the laminar 
sublayer is larger than 4K, where K • the sand grain roughness, 
the boundary can be considered smooth. However, when the laminar~ 1 
sublayer is less than 1/8K, the boundary can be considered rough.a., 
Thus a change in the boundary layer thiclmess by a factor of 32 
(Schlichting gives 35) can produce a change in the flow regime 
from flow characterized by a rough pipe to f'low characterized by 
a smooth pipe. 

The thickness of the lern1 nar sublayer, 8', is given by approximately 

where V* is the shear or friction velocity. 

Thi:3 equation indicates that an increase in the viscosity of the 
lam:tnar sublayer will result in an increase of the l.aminar sub
la.yt~r thiclmess. If this increase is enough to partially encl.ose 
the pipe roughness, then the l.oss coefficient w111 decrease. A 
decJ:-ease in the loss coefficient has the effect ot reducing V*, 

) since 

V.*= · ~ u . '\JT 

where 1'. a the loss coefficient 

pa the density of the fluid in the sublayer 

U • the average velocity in the pipe 

This will also tend to increase the sublayer thiclmess, 8', fur
ther reducing the loss coefficient. The ultimate decrease in the 
loss coefficient must be determined by successive approxi:mations, 
but cannot be less than the loss coefficient for a smooth pipe 
with turbulent flow. 

If, on the other band, an increase in the laminar subleyer is 
insufficient to significantly enclose the pipe roughness, then 
the injection of gas will have a negligible effect in reducing the 
loss. 

As mentioned previously, the stability of the laminar sublayer is 
dependent upon the density gradient in the l.a.yer. The only' case 

i/See :page 5. 
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for which this layer could remain stable in a pipe is one in which 
the densities of the injected fluid and the transported fluid a.re 
approximately equal. Thus, a fuel oil whose density is 61 lb per ft3 

and whose viscosity is about 1,000 times that of water could con
ceivably be used to reduce the friction losses (Figure 6). 

Ex:periments by M&,vis and Bustamante tentatively confinned the above 
considerations.~ In their tests air wa.s injected along the top 
of a conduit carrying water (a stable condition) a.nd the experi• 
menters observed a slight increase in the velocity (hence discharge) 
for a given slope. 

... 
From a practical standpoint, the mechanics of injecting a fluid 
into the laminar sublayer may present acme insurmountable problems. 
Since the laminar sublayer is very thin (about the order of magni
tude of the pipe roughness), the velocity of the injected fluid 
must be very small to prevent the fluid from passing through the 
sublayer. If the 1nj ected fluid did pass through the sublayer, 
the friction loss might be increased instead of decreased due to 
the added disturbance on the pipe wall. This problem can only be 
resolved through experimental investigations. 

Conclusions 

1. The decrease in drag as a. result of injecting a gas into the 
boundary layer of ai~foil or hydrofoil shapes (e.g., a submarine) 
is caused by a downstream shift in the point of stability. 

2. The decrease in drag and, hence, the loss as result of injecting 
gas into the boundary layer of a. pipe is caused by a covering up or 
enclosing of the surface roughness. 

3. The ultimate decrease in the loss of a pipe with the injection 
of a fluid into the boundary layer is governed by the law of 
resistance with smooth pipes. 

4. For a maximum reduction in the loss, the fluid which is to be 
injected into the laminar sublayer of a pipe must be more viscous 
than the fluid transported, but should have a density almost the 
same as the fluid transported. 

5. The mechanics of injecting a fluid . into the laminar sublayer 
may present some insurmountable problems. The investigation of 
this aspect must be done experimentally. 

§/Mavis, F. T., Bustamante, F., A Ba.sic Model Stud~· S:lmulating 
Effects of Air Entrapnent in Unlined Water Tunneli3 through Rocle, 
rAHR, Sixth Meeting, 1957, Pa.per c6. . 
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Use of Annular Grooves in Which Air is Maintained 
and Over Which the Flow Passes 

Experiments by Falvey indicate that the only proportion of groove 
for which air might be ~ntained in the groove is one in which the 
depth equals the length.~ However, this groove resulted in a loss 
that was greater than that of a section of pipe without the groove. 
In addition, the effect of these grooves is to increase, not decrease, 
thEi boundary layer thickness. In the tests, no significant differ
ence in the head loss was observed between the grooves when they were 
filled w1 th air an4 when they were filled with water. In ad.di tion, 
tests by streeter21 w1 th a spiral groove of the above configuration 
along the entire length of the pipe resulted in a. loss which was 
greater than the loss for a. pipe with out the grooves. However, 1n 
these tests no e:rf'ort was made to maintain air in the grooves. 

Conclusion 

This proposal. probably results in greater, not smaller, losses. 

Use of Suction to Reduce Friction Drae 

The effect of suction on reducing thr1f'riction drag has been inves
tigated for flow along a flat plate.~ These results when applied 
to a. pipe will not give exact numerical values, but the results can 
be used to determine the order of magnitude of the reduced' friction 
drag. This proposal. is based on the fact that the suction alters 
the patterns of the flow lines (Figure 8). 

- 2 ' 
U.., o 0.2 o.~ o.6 M 10 1.2 1." 1.6 ,.8 2.0 2_2 ~ =f-vo \ Uaox 

{Ht1-UJLlUJJ_l£j_l£JJ_{1J_[} \1:v v 
v0 =const 

Figure 8. streamline Pattern for a Flat Plate -with - Uniform Suctio~ 

· UFaJ.vey, H. T., strcmungsvorgange und Energieverluste bei Nischen, 
Doctorial. Thesis, Technische Hochschule, Karlsrule, Germaey. 
~ streeter, V., Frictional. Resistance 1n ArtificiaJ.J.y- Roughened 
Pipes, Trans. ASCE, Vol. 101, 1936. 
!./ See page 2. 
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If the suction is large enough, the turbulent bOlllldary la:yer is 
effectively eliminated and essentia.lly laminar fl.CM condi t1or..s 
exist is the pipe. If the suction is too great, the laminar flow 
conditions still exist, but the system is inefficient because 
more flow than necessary is removed f'rcm the pipe. Thus, a suc
tion exists which is just suffi.cient to maintain the laminar flow 
cond.ition. This is called "optimum suction." The discharge 
through the wall that is required to ma.iIItain optimum suction is 
given by 

where ~ a Ccf-Voo 

~•discharge through the wall 
-4 

Cq a volume coetticient • 1.18 x 10 for a flat plate 

A• wetted area 

V00 a free stream velocity. In a pipe this would be the 
centerline velocity am. is approximately equal 

to ~ with f'ully developed len:d nar flow 

With optimum suction, the resistance to flow is roughly equeJ. to 
the resistance with laminar flow, Figure 9. 

-- ---' c, 
I 2 

10-1 

-- -- turbulent r-,.... -
I",..._ I/- i-t---laminar r~ ::-.... oplfmum• 

,;:-. -- . .. 
s -. -. .... ... ·-... _ ... 

s 10' 2 5 101 2 5 10' ' 

Y..J 
II 

Figure 9. Effect of Optimum Su~1;1on on the Resistance to Flow 
Along a Flat Plat~ 

Since the flow in a pipe remains laminar up to a pipe Reynolds 
number of roughly 2100, optimum suction is benef1c1.a.l only at 

i/See page 5. 
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higher Reynolds numbers. The aclvantage of using the optimum suction 
in reclucine the friction loss is evident in a plot of the percent 
reduction versus the Reynolds number, Figure 10. 
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(c,) (ul~ furl. 0.8 
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./ 
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--~-1- - . . 

,_ 

~ ....->-
. .-...-
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Figure 10. Percent Reduction in the Friction L99s Along 
a Flat Plate with Optimum Suctiortr-/ 

·where 6 C-: = Ci' turb - Cf' ·with optimum suction 

Althouch the suction tends to retard the turbulent boundary from 
formine, the flow never completely attains t he l aminar flow con
dition. Because of this, the percent r eduction in the friction 
loss approaches some limit which is less than unity. 

The maintenance of a uniform suction which is required to have 
optimum suction may present practical problems in a pipeline due 
to the pressure gradient. These might be solved through the use 
of variable-sized pores in the pipe or even by maintaining an 
equal gradient but of a sw.aller magnitude a.round the porous pipe. 

T'.cie a.mount of water required to maintain the optimum suction can 
become a significant percentage of the total i nflow into the pipe. 
For instance, the discharge which passes throue;h the pipe is given 
ap:proxi m::>tely by 

Q = VA 2 
= Vrcr 

_) ~/ See ~e 5. 
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The d.ischarGe through the wall, ns Given previously, is 

or for a pipe 

o = CqAV 
""'' 

The percenta,ee outflow to maintain optimum suction given a:p:proxi- · 
mately by 

~; 
-= 
Q 

L 
= 8cq ct 

'?nerefore, with large L/d ratios, that is long :pipelines, the 
req_uired outflow will be large. 

These considerations are illustrated through the following practical 
example: 

Exam:ple 

Assume that the optimum suction is applied to 2,000 feet of 
straight, new, 36-inch-d.iameter, continuous, porous pipe, 
carrying 150 cubic feet )?er second of water at ~-0° F. The 
problem is to find the amount of discharge required to produce 
this optimum suction and the head loss when optimum suction is 
applied. T"nese values are to be compared to the head loss in 
an equivalent concrete pipe without suction. 

Dischar~e Comuuta.tioqs 

Using the results of flow over flat plates, the discharge through 
the pipe wall can be found from the eq_uation 

14 
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Head Loss Computations 

The Reynolds number far flow in the pipe is 

R • :fil • (42 •5)(3) • 7.1 X 108 

V 1.8 X 10-S . 

The equivalent Reynolds number for· a flat plate can be canputed 
by assuming the pipe radius is equal. to the boumary la.yer thickness. 
Thus 

or 

v.. (7 .1 x 10
6

) ~ v.;,,: 
-· .. 5 -V 2 . y 

~ RI 5 X 101t 
V 

Fran extra.l)Olating Figure 10 for this Reynolds number the relative 
savings in drag on a flat pla.te with optimum suction :i.s 

The rugosity for the l)Orous concrete pipe would ,probably be about 
0.001 foot. Thus 

e 0.001 n • 3.0 • o.0003 

Fr;::an a Moody die.gr~ using 

e e D • 0.0003 and Re • 7 x 10 

) -;/ USBR Monograph . No. 7, Friction Factors for large Cotldui ts Flawing 
Full. 
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The :friction factor is 

f 1:1 0.0103 

The :f"riction factor w1 th optimum suction would thus be 

f feet • (0.0103)(1.00 - o.86) · • 0.00144 

The head loss w1 th optimum suction is 

( 
. . 47.2 )

2 

l50+f 

= 9.0 feet 

Using the example in Reference 6, the equivalent loss in head using 
continuous interior steel pipe., factory dipped in. hot aspbaJ.t, is 

• 57.8 feet 

The diameter of pipe with optimum suction which ha.a the same head 
loss a.s an equivalent steel pipe is given by 

= 2.o8 feet 

Conclusions Based on a Reynolds Number> 2 x 105 

1. The loss in a pipe can be reduced by a factor of about 8o per
cent by application of the optimum suction; that is, Just enough 
suction to maintain laminar flow in the pipe. 

2. The amount of discharge through the pipe 'Wall.a that is required 
to maintain optimum suction can becane a significant pa.rt of the 
total discharge for }>ipes that have large length to diameter ratios. 
For the example, Qy/Q was about 24 percent. 

16 
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3. The pipe diameter can be reduced about 25 percent with optimum 
suction, and the system w1ll have the same magnitude of head loss 
as 'the original pipe 'Without optimum suction. 

4. Maintaining a uniform now out of the conduit w111 present 
man;y difficulties in practice since the pressure head decreases 
along the conduit. 

Summary of Proposals to Reduce Friction Losses in Large Conduits 

The usefulness ·of the three proposals in reducing the friction 
losses in large conduits can be summarized as follows: 

1. The use of a gas f'11lll in the boundary layer can be used to 
reduce friction losses in rough pipes. The minimum friction 

' loss attainable is characterized by the loss in smooth pipes. 
Elcperiments must be performed to develop means of injecting 
the gas film into the boundary layer and to find a gas or 
fluid which could be satisfactorily used 'With water. 

2. The use of annular grooves filled 'With an air C1Ver which 
the transported fluid passes will result in increased friction 
losses. Therefore, this proposal. is not applicable as a means 
to reduce losses in conduits. 

3. The use of suction to reduce friction losses in large con
duits appears feasible for pipelines 'With sma.11 length to dia
meter ratios. EKperiments must be pei:-f'ormed to determine the 
optimum suction discharge rate, as well as, to obtain the 
required physical characteristics of the porous pipe and con• 
figuration of the suction system. 

; 17 
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~ Recor4-B1'lraullca ln.nch 

June a, 1~ 
~ :-=Ziz-~ 
I Orn.nby Dm:,· Spillway ,----------

Ja.bara and Vonts came to the labomtoey to Ne twa operation ot ~ 
model with the pad be1£ht 1n thG t.rau1t1on uct1on 1ncreaaed to 15--------· 
inches. 1'be tlov 41atri'but1on 1n tho Jet vu improved tor tree tlov; 
ho."8ver, it wa llOtfxl tba~ tor aato-cont.rolled tlova ~ concentration 
ot water w.a greater OD the left-band aide ot the Jet. Jabclra propo&e4 GPO • 52•: 

1natall1ng an a441,1onal »-4 tartbff 4ovulnaa oa tM rl&btr-be:114 ald.e 
ot th.e chute. 

June 91 1~ · 

Oranby Dam Spillv& 

Jabera and \:ent: came to the laborato17 to view the operation ot Uw 
:iocl!!l with a. l2-1nch-bigb tr1D.ngular rlhaped pad 1notolled on t.bo rieht• 
hand aide ot the chute 1a the pw::iel upstream~ the P.C. or the vertical 
curw. 'l'b.1.a pad vaa 1a addition to the 16-inch pn4 and tha perton:ance 
tor gate-controlled fl.ova we.a quite good.- VhU• the dea1GMra vere bere• 
the upstream pad llna ~.oved wicb improved tho tJ.ov diatrloution in the 
Jot atlll turtber tor gate-controlled tlow in the 'Yic1nity- or l,200 eta. 
Thi, model 'WU8 operated al.co v1th thi• pt1d r®loved. 'l'h1a arrangei--ent 
produced hc·a'Vl' concentT&tion or water on the r1sht-band eide or the Jet 
tor all tlova wether gate controlled or not. Jabara aa1cl that he vou.14 
allov th«:t one 12-incb-high pad on tbca right-band aide in the rerlsed speer 
dmvinga 61nd that he voul4 compute veloc1t1ea at tbe beg1nn1ng ot the 
bucket tor tlO'lo"8 ot 1,200 and 500 ct• uatna l'O\lgtulesa coeffletiente ~ 
n-0.008 and n-0.01.3. We v1ll then Ol)Orata tM IIOdol reau:tat1n1 the 
velocities aa close to tbeM valw u »oaible tor a hnur cbeck .-
tbia lateat pad. deaip. · 
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· ~ Friction Losaea !n Large Conduito 
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I Md a call trca Mr. John Carl.8011 or the i'rankl1n 1Mt1tute, Pb1ladelph1a, 
vho inquired about. th8 pooa1bll1t.T ot 1J;plement1na ae'Yfflll idea.a dovelope4 
b7 Dr. Ceorp P. Vachtell ~ tha\ iuatitutton.- Mr. Carlaon b&4 t&U-..ed w 
T. w. ~ naco~ llbo reternd Mr. Carlaon to the Chief EDaiWr'• 
Ott1ce. Dr. WM~ up1alm4 tba\ be JtOpoaecl· u.lD& a au ftlll 1D \be 
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bOUMo.ry layer ot tlov in large conduit• to mooity the velocity gradient 
anl reduce tr1ct1on looooa tr«A rouzh_neoa. Ho roca.ll.od tha\ tbia idea 
ho.s boon uood oxperln:entall)r on ship hulla o.n.1 pn.rticul.arly on aubmar1Dal• -
Dr. Uachtell roooenizod, ot courao, th«i.t to injoct a goa at i'nquent 
intorvalo 1n a conduit vould riok tht!l posa1bll1ty or reducing the tlov 

,. ' ,,,.. 
due to tho acc"10ula.t1on ot saa. A turther dovolopmon\ utU1ua a conduit 
1nooe with annular £1"0()\'lta in which air 1a mo.1nta1ncd. In ettoct, the 
tlov or tlu1d paa.soa ovor a. aeriea or air pock.eta supported by annular 
ridGC•• A tun.her thought included a double•valled pipo, tho inner pipe 
be1ni; poroua. A auction vould be nppl1ed to tho annular apace between _ 
the concentric p1poa to control t~ boundary layer ot the inner pipe 

\_1 __ 
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'Which conwy1J \he nuid. He rensonod tbo.t vith a nom1nal. omount ot 
pow-or required to convert the nov trom turbulent roBJ,me to laminar 1M 
boundary lo.yo:r loa1oa coul.4 be SN4tl¥ reduced, thereby reducing the 
bead losseo. 

' . ,_ It vaa oxpla1nod to Mr. Carlson end Dr. \lo.chtell that the Duroa.u ot 
- ,.. : :. : - Reclc..tat1on deo1gn and construction reopons1b111tica 110 largely in 

r, >- · · · · tho .tield or 1rr1gs.t.1on vater d1atdbution and bydropowr, Ottbe.nd, 
i' .. : ,:- : · it wa.a difficult to rccosnize an:, rerui:, cippl1cat1on or theao 1deaa in ,:·.·. 
, - - ) -· 1rr1gnt1on and pcwer eil61noer1na. Mr. Carlaon 8lld Dr, Wacht.ell ( .:, ._ :· ... . __ > ; · explaiood th.on that they v1a-ual.1zed a~lico.tion ot tboae idoaa 1n the 

·· -- .· . transport or dcmineral.izcd sea wter \."MN pumping coata voul4 be h1&h · '.• .. · 
• . . _ and roaearch -.y very well bo Jwat1t1o4 by operatina eoau. fh•Y vore -./ .. 

.. _. .. ·. reterl"44 to the Ott1ce ot SaliM Water, s,Arl1cvl.arJ.¥ Di'• V. 8. (JUl1a, : ·_- ,_ .. 
~-: ~- , ·-,-~,. Cbiet, J>in.aloA ot Reaaarab1 OttiN ot 8&11• Vater. : _ _-. :: -;: .. ; · · . _ _.. :·: 
r-./.. ,· .. 
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